You have the **POWER** to **choose**

**TEXAS CLEAN ENERGY**

For the first time, hundreds of thousands of Texans are powering their homes and businesses with affordable clean energy made right here in the Lone Star State. Most Texas consumers have the power to choose their electricity provider, allowing families to choose homegrown clean energy that **supports jobs, clean air** and **clean water** right here in Texas. Clean wind power is also keeping power costs low and affordable!

**WHY SWITCH PROVIDERS AND CHOOSE 100% CLEAN ENERGY?**

For our families. Power produced by dirty, out of date coal-fired power plants produces toxic air pollution that can trigger asthma attacks or other respiratory illnesses. Mercury pollution from coal plants can cause damage to the developing brains in babies and young children. Our families and our children deserve better.

For fairness to Texans. Dirty power from old coal plants is often more expensive than other cleaner options. The company that owns TXU Energy operates four of the largest and dirtiest power plants in Texas, pumping out high levels of smog and mercury pollution. Companies like TXU Energy can even be more expensive than other options in Texas. Clean Texas wind power is affordable and creates jobs right here at home. **Make the switch — choose a 100% clean energy provider for your home or business!**
Step by Step Guide to **Switching Your Power Provider**

1. Log on to powertochoose.com.
2. Enter your Zip Code and press View Results.
3. On the left hand side drop down menu, change the sorting criteria: select 100% Renewable.
4. Under Company Scores, click the two top boxes. These ratings mean higher customer satisfaction.
5. Your results will be automatically filtered from least expensive to most expensive. Under Pricing Details, read the fact sheet and terms of service.
6. Pick the plan that’s best for you and then click Sign Up!
7. Follow instructions on the company’s website. Make sure you choose the **100% renewable plan**, because renewable power grows Texas wind and solar jobs, and some providers also sell power from dirty coal plants!
8. That’s it! You made a great choice to support clean energy that supports jobs, clean air and clean water in Texas!